Prepare Strong Foundations
Give your students a strong foundation for success in
Algebra while also connecting their studies to real-world applications and helping students understand the implications
of math study for biblical worldview shaping. Pre-Algebra
(3rd edition) equips students to progress from foundational
to more advanced mathematical skills and strategies with expanded opportunities for abstract reasoning and real-world
problem-solving involving the number system, expressions
and equations, functions, geometry, and statistics and probability within the context of a biblical worldview.

Materials
Student Edition (eTextbook Available)

The student edition guides students to concepts that
will effectively prepare them for studies in Algebra.
Students will find Skill Checks that provide formative
assessments and many carefully sequenced exercises
grouped by A, B, and C levels of difficulty that facilitate
differentiated assignments. In the student edition,
students will find highlighted essential questions and
key mathematical practices.

Student Activities (eActivities Available)
The student activities provide additional activities
that supplement the student edition. They also give
four STEM projects that teachers can assign as group
work over an extended period. Math and Scripture and
Creation Wonders pages are available in the student
activities for additional help in developing a biblical
worldview.

How We Teach It
STEM Projects
Activities include four STEM projects that give students opportunities for hands-on problem-solving
practice.

Teacher Edition
The teacher edition provides a lesson plan overview, a
list of digital and printed resources, suggested teaching
strategies, and step-by-step solutions. Reduced student
pages contain answers and numbered notes that connect the student and teacher editions. One-on-One and
Common Student Error notes provide timely insights, and
specific internet keyword searches provide quick access
to interactive activities and other resources. The teacher
edition also provides additional example problems for
guided practice or formative assessments.

Emphasis on Understanding
Teaching instruction, directions, and activities
emphasize helping students to develop an understanding of why mathematical principles work
and provide logical explanations of why they are
consistent.

Differentiated Assignments
The teacher edition includes notes and recommendations for assignments with A, B, and C levels of
difficulty.

Worldview Shaping
Teachers will find biblical worldview shaping
themes, activities, goals, and objectives clearly labeled throughout the teacher-edition margins and
in lesson plan overviews. Chapter openers include
a spread for helping students to develop a biblical
perspective of math learning and application.

Engaging Illustrations
7

Applying Equations
and Inequalities

7.1 Variables on Both Sides
7.2 Identities and Contradictions
Problem Solving—Write an Equation
7.3 Applying Equations
Recording Sound—then & now
7.4 Solving Inequalities

Application Problems—Meteorology
7.6 Equations with Powers

STEM Projects
STEM

PROJECT

POTATO POWER

What can you do with potatoes? Well, of course you
can bake them or mash them or crinkle cut and fry
them, but what about lighting a light bulb with them?
In this STEM project, found in Activities, you will
generate enough electricity to power an LED light
with your very own potato batteries! You will also
learn how batteries work and use some simple, but
important, equations that model basic properties of
electricity.

7.7 Radical Equations
Application Activity—
Recognizing God’s Design
Chapter 7 Review

7.5 Applying Inequalities
LED

Technology–Then & Now
RECORDING
SOUND

then & now

What if you could take a picture of spoken words? In 1857
inventor Édouard-Léon Scott
de Martinville, inspired by the
design of the human ear, used
a funnel to channel spoken
sounds to a diaphragm connected to a stylus. The stylus
made markings on a piece of
soot-covered glass that was
pulled underneath it. Over
the next 3 years Scott refined his phonautograph so the stylus marked a
hand-cranked cyclindrical roll of paper. His intent was not to play back the
sound, but to be able to read words from the recorded markings, similar
to the way people read shorthand.
Thomas Edison created the first sound recording that was designed to be
played back. Initial recordings from 1878 to 1887 were made on tinfoil
and cannot be played without damage. But later recordings made on
wax cylinders can still be played back today.
Attempts to market recording machines as dictation devices were not
successful, but sellers did find a niche for the machines in entertainment. Flat disc recordings became available in 1894, and automatic
record playing machines, called jukeboxes, were widely available
by 1900.
Audio recordings progressed from acoustic to digital files in the twentieth century. By 1925 electrical recordings replaced the original acoustic
methods. While engineer Valdemar Poulsen received a US patent in
1900 for a magnetic wire recorder, it would be another 40 years before
improvements made them popular. Within another 10 years they were
superseded by magnetic tape recorders. Cassette tapes were introduced
in 1963, and in 1980 Sony marketed the Walkman cassette player. The
first digital compact disc player was sold in the United States in 1983. By
1988 CDs outsold vinyl records, and by 1991 they were outselling cassette
tapes. Today, CDs are becoming obsolete as digital file formats such as
MP3 allow easy storage, transfer, and playback.
In 2008 researchers made an unexpected discovery: some of ÉdouardLéon Scott’s original phonautograms. Using a computer program that
acted as a virtual stylus, they were able to digitize and then playback a
recording from 1860. Considered the earliest recording of the human
voice, this recording of Scott singing a verse from the French folk song
“Au Clair de la Lune” can be heard on the website firstsounds.org.

STEM Preview
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Chapter 7

Assessments, assessments answer keys, activities
answer keys, and resources on Teacher Tools Online and
AfterSchoolHelp.com are also available.

